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Waves Review
. 1 When I drop a rock into water, this creates ripples that spread out from that

spot. If the water were in a long, narrow trough - so that the waves could
really only go back and forth in one direction - these ripples would build up into a standing wave.

a) Will the ends of the trough act as open ends, or closed? That is, will the waves there be moving a
lot (antinode), or a little (node)? Why?

b) Draw the first three modes of oscillation of the water.

c) If I drop the rock near the middle of the trough, which mode(s) will I see a lot of, and which will I
hardly see at all?

. 2 The "B" string on a guitar (60 Hz in its mode 1) is .65 m long. The string is, of course, anchored at
both ends.

a) Draw the first two modes of oscillation in this string.

b) How fast is the wave speed in the string?

c) What is the wavelength in the air of the sound wave from the string's mode 2?



. 3 Which of the following situations involve waves? Which involve resonance?

a) I push over a dead tree by rocking it until its roots snap.

b) My voice vibrating the microphone in my phone vibrates the speaker in yours.

c) When singing in the shower (softly, so as not to bother my housemates) I notice that the tile walls
echo back loudly some particular notes.

d) Our whole floor seems to shake up and down when our vacuum cleaner goes over it.

e) A tsunami is caused by an earthquake far out to sea, but can be just as devastating as if that
earthquake happened on land.

. 4 To find out how deep a well is, I clap my hands over its mouth and hear an echo just .1 s later.

a) How deep is the well? (Think: how far has that sound gone in .1 s, and then think how that distance
relates to the well's depth)

b) A nearby construction machine is making a sound at 25 Hz that seems to be resonating in the well.
What mode of standing wave is that? Draw it below.


